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The Federal Reserve’s Impending Inflation Battle

The Federal Reserve is in an uncomfortable place, from the so-called misery index (figure 1) to the combination of the unemployment rate 

and the annual CPI inflation rate, which has ratcheted up to 11.8. As inflation continues to move higher, the cost of living across goods and 

services has become an uncomfortable fact of life for most Americans. 

With inflation rising to levels not seen in 40 years, consumer confidence levels have plummeted as the share of consumers’ wallets 

needed to pay for gas and food has reached as high as 40% for the lowest cohort of US consumers. With the Federal Reserve set to raise 

rates this week to begin the inflation battle, estimates for future growth continue to plummet and are now barely positive (.5%) for the 

First Quarter of 2022, and close to 1.5% for the calendar year.

Forward Yield Curve 2023 vs 2024 (figure 3):Oil Prices and Recessions (figure 2):

The second marker of a recession is Fed tightening, which is due to commence on Wednesday, as the Federal Reserve has clearly 

articulated their plans to move away from 0% rates. An inverted yield curve is usually caused by higher policy rates and reflects 

expectations for slower growth and inflation, hence lower rates in the future. Currently, the spread between forward rates in 2023 further 

out are inverted, and spot curves, though not negatively sloped, are getting very close (figure 3).

Is a Recession Looming?

Will they be able to push rates higher, while at the same time 

reducing the Federal Reserve balance sheet, without causing 

recession? It’s looking more and more unlikely, as the usual 

signposts of a recession are starting to come into view. 

The first is a rise in oil prices, as historically most recessions have 

been preceded by a rise in the cost of energy (figure 2 below).  

Even before the recent Russian invasion of Ukraine, oil prices 

were rising, and now with Russian energy exports in question, 

prices continue to increase, getting close to an all-time  

high last week.   

Misery Index (figure 1):



Opportunities Amidst Volatility

Inflation is uncomfortably high and rising, recessionary risks are dramatically on the move, and markets are incredibly volatile. Investors 

and savers could be excused for wanting to sit things out and watch these developments unfold. However, we think there are some 

interesting opportunities to take advantage of the current climate.

With 2% terminal fed funds rates priced into the yield curve, and credit spreads meaningfully wider than two months ago, we think short 

duration, higher yielding credit portfolios have merit. Corporate credit metrics are terrific; interest rate coverage is high, cash levels are 

high and debt ratios are low. And most importantly, the high yield bond and loan default rate still hovers around 1%.  A popular ETF that 

holds high yield bonds that mature at year end 2023 has a 30-day SEC yield of 4.5%. Utilizing YieldX portfolio construction and 

optimization tools, users can optimize return and risk characteristics of short duration credit portfolios.

Taking advantage of Federal Reserve rate hikes that are priced into the yield curve and the recent corporate spread widening because of 

the broad market volatility and geopolitical events is a move worth making in this uncertain environment.

Additionally, longer duration investment grade corporate portfolios have a similar opportunistic feel. With longer rates meaningfully 

higher than just a few months ago, and investment grade spreads at historically inexpensive levels to those in high yield, well-constructed 

high-grade portfolios look like good ports in the storm in this chaotic geopolitical, economic and policy environment.
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Investment advisory services are offered through YieldX Advisers, LLC, an affiliate of YieldX, Inc. Yield Advisers, LLC is an investment 

adviser registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).  Registration of an investment adviser does not imply any 

specific level of skill or training and does not constitute an endorsement of the firm by the Commission.  YieldX Advisers, LLC only 

transacts business in states in which it is properly registered or is excluded or exempted from registration.  A copy of YieldX Advisers, 

LLC's current written disclosure brochure filed with the SEC which discusses among other things, YieldX Advisers, LLC 's business 

practices, services and fees, is available through the SEC's website at: www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.


 


Please note, the information provided herein is for informational purposes only and investors should determine for themselves whether 

a particular service or product is suitable for their investment needs. Please refer to the disclosure and offering documents for further 

information concerning specific products or services.


 


All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss; changes in investment strategies, contributions or withdrawals may 

materially alter the performance and results of a portfolio. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can 

be no assurance that any specific investment will be suitable or profitable for a client's investment portfolio. Past performance is not a 

guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that investment objectives or targets will be achieved.


 


This document may contain forward-looking statements relating to the objectives, opportunities, and the future performance of the 

U.S. market generally. Forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of such words as; “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” 

“should,” “planned,” “estimated,” “potential” and other similar terms. Examples of forward-looking statements include, but are not 

limited to, estimates with respect to financial condition, results of operations, and success or lack of success of any particular 

investment strategy. All are subject to various factors, including, but not limited to general and local economic conditions, changing 

levels of competition within certain industries and markets, changes in interest rates, changes in legislation or regulation, and other 

economic, competitive, governmental, regulatory and technological factors affecting a portfolio's operations that could cause actual 

results to differ materially from projected results. Such statements are forward-looking in nature and involve a number of known and 

unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, and accordingly, actual results may differ materially from those reflected or 

contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Prospective investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-

looking statements or examples. None of YieldX Advisers, LLC or any of its affiliates or principals nor any other individual or entity 

assumes any obligation to update any forward-looking statements as a result of new information, subsequent events or any other 

circumstances. All statements made herein speak only as of the date that they were made.


 


Certain information herein has been obtained from third party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been 

independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. No representation is made with respect to the 

accuracy, completeness or timeliness of this document. 
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